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The spatial structure of the radial electric field is 
analysed in the presence of the radial current across the 
magnetic field [ 1]. It is found that there exists a 
solution of solitary structure of the radial electric field 
E ,. The gradient, and its impact on the turbulence 
suppression are self-consistently determined. The ion 
viscosity, coupled with the nonlinearlity in the 
perpendicular conductivity, governs the gradient of the 
radial electric field. It is shown that the bifurcation of 
E, takes place from a radially-homogeneous 
distribution to the solitary structure at a threshold 
voltage imposed on the electrode .. 
The equation of E, is a nonlinear diffusion equation 
where 1, is the "local current", which is determined by 
the radial electric field at the same radial location, and 
1 ext is the current which is driven into the electrode by 
the external circuit [2]. The current and E, is related 
through the perpendicular conductivity J, = a(E,) E,, 
which is written as a(E,) = a(O)f(X), where E, is 
normalized as X= epPE, IT. With appropriate 
normalization for space, time and radial current I [1 ], 
the radial electric ifeld structure is obtained as 
~( ~)2 = Jx f(X)dX- IX + const E F(X), which gives 
XJ 
the solitary structure of the radial electric field. The 
solution near the critical current, I =- I *• is studied. 
Keeping terms up to (X- X 1 )3 in F(X), we have 
( 
aCx 1 )2 X(x) =X*+ 2a2 - 3a2 e c -
ea x + 1 
172 
where a = c- 114 (I*- I)114 and 
c = (-112)(a 21aX2XXf(X)]x = x .. · Example of the 
solution is given in Fig.1. 
Integrating the electric field, the voltage-current 
relation is obtained. Figure 2 shows the nonlinear 
relation between the radial current and the applied 
voltage. It is clearly demonstarted that the bifurcation 
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Fig. 1 Solitary structure of the radial electric field. 
Dashed line indicates a trivial solution, i.e., constant 
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Fig.2 Relation between the voltage V and the 
current I for the solitary structure of E, (thick solid 
line) and that of the constant solution of E, (thick 
dashed line). External circuit provides a constraint, 
v = vext- f/, as is schematically shown by the thin 
lines. Bifurcation to the solitary structure takes place 
at A', and the back transition occurs at C'. 
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